Article 5.2 Admission

5.2.1b) Hardship clause relating to temporary admission of HBO-p students due to Corona measures:
1. As a special measure arising from the Corona crisis, the Board of Admissions can decide, at the student’s request, that a student who is preparing for the first-year (propaedeuse) examination of a bachelor’s programme at a university of applied sciences (HBO) can be admitted to the bachelor’s programme for six months, on the following conditions:
   - The first-year HBO student submits the completion endorsement from the bachelor’s programme before 1 August 2020 and this is assessed as adequate for conditional admission, bearing in mind the weight of the bachelor’s programme.
   - The student meets the requirements mentioned under art. 5.2.4.5;
2. Once the student has passed the propaedeuse exam from the HBO institution, admission will be converted to a definitive admission for the remaining months.
3. If the student has not passed the propaedeuse exam from the HBO bachelor’s programme by 31 December 2020 at the latest, he/she will be excluded from further participation in the bachelor’s programme until the propaedeuse exam has been passed.
4. This article becomes effective once the ‘Emergency Act relating to study delays resulting from Corona’ enters into force.
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